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1 Relevance

Future developments of hydrocarbon reservoirs on the Norwegian continental shelf, either
new prospects or extended production of existing fields, are expected to be only marginally
profitable, due to maturity of the area, environmental hostility and volatile future oil mar-
kets. Consequently, it is important that development decisions are based on suitable decision
supporting information. The URE-activity provides methodology for optimal integration of
available reservoir observations to improve the prediction of reservoir characteristics. More-
over, we provide uncertainty quantifications associated with these predictions. This decision
supporting information is crucial for making favourable future development decisions. The
project activity is organized in three research topics.

Topic A: Assessment of seismic velocities from seismic data

Seismic data is the main source of information used at early stages of reservoir identification
and assessment. This data must be converted into maps of reservoir characteristics relevant
for decision making. Since the seismic signals respond to the elastic rock properties of the
subsurface, these variables are usually in focus for the inversion. Research in seismic inversion
utilizes full seismic wave propagation models on a large 3D grid covering the subsurface of
interest. Based on the inverted maps of the rock properties, informed decisions can be made.

Current inversion approaches phrase the problem as an enormous ill-posed optimization
problem with multiple local optima. A large variety of optimization techniques are used
to identify a solution. Inspired by successes in other applications involving hard, ill-posed
inverse problems, we propose to use probabilistic models in phrasing the problem, which
enables separate models for signal and error terms. Moreover, we propose explicit modelling
of the seismic data acquisition as a spatio-temporal random field, which naturally defines a
sequential solution procedure.

Topic B: Lithology, fracture and fluid inversion from well and seismic data

Seismic data, observations in a low number of wells and general reservoir experience provide
the base for reservoir characterization at the initial stage. This initial model is used for as-
sessment of hydrocarbon-in-place and as a prior model in dynamic reservoir modelling. Both
these components are crucial pieces of decision supporting information in robust reservoir
management. Lithology/fracture/fluid distributions in the subsurface is in focus in reservoir
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characterization, and these variables must be assessed by inversion of seismic data and well
observations.

Most current approaches for seismic/well data inversion into lithology/fracture/fluid maps
can be described as ad hoc approaches since they are not based on one unified model. We have,
as a part of the URE activity, recently published a sequence of papers on a consistent Bayesian
inversion approach into lithology/fluid variables. We propose to extend this successful model
to cover also fracture prediction and to refine the model to include more complex lithology
geometries in the prior.

Topic C: Fluid monitoring from time-lapse seismic and production data

Dynamic reservoir data can be collected in wells as production related observations or by time-
lapse seismic acquisition. Assimilation of this dynamic data into the reservoir characterization
model, or production history matching, is a serious challenge but crucial for making robust
reservoir management decisions. These decisions will typically be on the recovery strategy
and locations of infill wells. Modern approaches for assimilation of dynamic reservoir data
are based on probabilistic/statistical models and sequential updating.

Use of Ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) in dynamic reservoir data assimilation is often
refered to as the Norwegian approach to assimilation. This approach has proven very suc-
cessful. The EnKF has a probabilistic/statistical base but many features of the method are
still poorly understood. To expand the scope of this promising method we propose to study
combined algorithms for EnKF and particle filters and to merge EnKF and Markov random
fields to develop categorical spatio-temporal models for fluid distribution.

2 Aspects relating to the research project

2.1 Background and status of knowledge

The URE consortium history — www.math.ntnu.no/ure

Initiation: 1994

Vision: To provide creative mathematically based solutions to recognized challenges in reser-
voir evaluation.

Status: The URE-initiative is worldwide unique as a theoretical probabilistic/statistical re-
search group focusing on hydrocarbon reservoir modelling.

Cooperation between:

– Department of Mathematical Sciences (IMF), NTNU
– Department of Petroleum Engineering and Applied Geophysics (IPT), NTNU
– various industrial partner companies - total of ten companies involved

Funding:

– Total: kNOK ∼ 30000
– Research Council of Norway (∼ 60%) and partner companies (∼ 40%)

Deliveries:

– Phd candidates: ∼ 25
– MSc candidates with mathematical background: ≥ 35
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Figure 1: Bayesian graph for URE activity. The multivariate and spatio-temporal reser-
voir variables are connected. Likelihood models define the links between reservoir variables
and resevoir specific data. Production variables and the production history are defined by
reservoir variables and the depletion strategy.

– Scientific journal publications: ≥ 70
– Invited conference presentations: ≥ 30
– Conference/workshop committees: ≥ 25

Recent recognitions - IMF/NTNU:

– 2012: Research Council of Norway/Evaluation of Research in Math Sci in Norway: Group
for Computational & Spatial Statistics, IMF/NTNU - housing the URE-activity - Char-
acterized as ’World Class’/Classification: Grade 5 - Excellent

– 2011: Henning Omre awarded 2011 Alfred Wegener Award from EAGE for outstanding
contributions in geostatistics for petroleum reservoir applications.

– 2011: Jo Eidsvik received 2010 Best Paper Award in Mathematical Geosciences (Bhat-
tacharjya et al; 2010)

The URE challenge

The URE challenge is summarized in Figure 1. Focus of the evaluation is at (rxt, qt) being
the reservoir variables and production variables over the entire lifetime of the reservoir. The
reservoir variable rxt is a multivariate spatio-temporal variable as indicated by the double-
index xt where x indicates space and t time. The rxt contains properties of the reservoir:
lithologies πx, fracture density τx, porosity ϕx, absolute permeability kx, fluid saturations
sxt, pressure pxt and seismic material properties mxt. The production variable qt is a time
series in each of the wells defined by the depletion strategy ν, and it contains production
characteristics like production rate, water ratio, oil/gas ratio and bottom-hole pressure.

Inference about (rxt, qt) must be based on general reservoir physical understanding and
reservoir specific observations represented by (ds, dw, dq). The seismic data ds are collected
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through a complex geophysical procedure, they have good spatial coverage but low precision.
The well observations dw are collected along the well traces in a low number of wells. Hence
they are sparse, but with high precision. Both seismic data and well observations may be
collected several times during the lifetime of the reservoir. The production history dq contains
measurements of some production variables at previous times. Other data types as tracer
observations and electro-magnetic measurements may also be available.

The reservoir and production variables (rxt, qt) are interdependent and the relations are
defined by classical results in physics. The forward model for qt given rxt are represented by
Darcy’s law for fluid flow in porous media. The various reservoir variables rxt = (πx, τx, ϕx,
kx, sxt, pxt,mxt) are also interrelated. In particular, the seismic material properties mxt are
determined from (πx, τx, ϕx, kx, sxt, pxt) through rock physics relations, including Gassmann’s
equation.

To summarize, the challenge is to assess reservoir and production variables (rxt, qt) for the
entire lifetime of the reservoir based on the reservoir specific observations (ds, dw, dq). This
constitutes a complex ill-posed multivariate, spatio-temporal inverse problem.

We choose to work in a probabilistic Bayesian framework, and there are several reasons
for this choice.

• Bayesian inversion appears as a generalization of many other procedures for solving ill-
posed inverse problems. Regularization techniques can be phrased in a Bayesian context
with a specific choice of prior and loss criterion.

• assessment of uncertainty is an integral part of Bayesian inversion.

• non-linear physical relations between variables can be integrated.

• observations of different types with varying forward models and observation errors can
easily be included.

• prior experience, both conceptual and empirical, from reservoirs in comparable geological
settings can be integrated.

In the Bayesian inversion setting, the variables of interest (rxt, qt) are multivariate, spatio-
temporal random fields. These variables (rxt, qt) must be assigned a prior stochastic model
represented by a probability density function (pdf), f(rxt, qt). This model is based on general
physical understanding and empirical evidence from comparable situations. The reservoir
specific observations (ds, dw, dq) must be linked to the variables of interest (rxt, qt) through a
likelihood model f(dsxt, dw, dq|rxt, qt), based on the forward relation for each data type and
associated modeling and observation error. The solution of the Bayesian inversion problem is
fully characterized by the posterior pdf which is uniquely defined by the prior and likelihood
models as

f(rxt, qt|ds, dw, dq) = const×f(ds, dw, dq|rxt, qt)f(rxt, qt),

where const is a normalizing constant.

2.2 Approaches, hypothesis and choice of method

The current project addresses two challenges in reservoir evaluation.
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I. Assessment of the initial static reservoir representation

The assessment is based on general reservoir understanding and seismic data - and well
observations if available. The posterior model is

f(rx0|ds0, dw) = const×f(ds0|rx0)f(dw|rx0)f(rx0),

where ds0 is a baseline seismic survey. The prior model f(rx0) is parametrized to capture
information relevant for hydrocarbon identification and recovery. We use seismic velocity
maps and lithology/fracture/fluid map as parametrization. The model is based on Gaussian
(GRF), Markov (MRF) and Poisson (PRF) random field theory representing spatial coupling
in the variables. We have considerable experience in using these types of spatial models. New
features are, however, reduced-order representations of MRF and fracture modelling by PRF.

The seismic likelihood model f(ds0|rx0) is based on wave propagation in the subsurface.
Hence a full wave form inversion may be performed to assess the acoustic material properties
of the initial reservoir state. This inverse problem is hard, ill-posed and highly unstable, how-
ever. We address this challenge in Topic A. Alternatively one may use a two step procedure.
First, a geometrical seismic correction into a common-midpoint (cmp) representation is made.
Second, the cmp seismic AVO data is inverted into a lithology/fracture/fluid representation
of the reservoir. The latter inversion is complicated due to a mixed categorical/continuous
solution space which is made possible by rock-physics relations including the Gassmann fluid
substitution relation. We address this challenge in Topic B.

The well likelihood model f(dw|rx0) represents the well log response. Inversion of well log
data into categorical lithology/fracture/fluid along the well trace with support of a number
of core samples is a challenging problem. We address this challenge in Topic B.

II. Assimilation of dynamic seismic and production data

The assimilation is based on fluid flow simulators, time-lapse seismic data and production
history. The posterior model, representing the reservoir properties up to time T , is

f(rxT , qT |ds, dw, dq) = const×f(rx0|ds0, dw)ΠT
t=1f(dst|rxt)f(dqt|qt)f(rxt, qt|rxt−1).

The term f(rx0|ds0, dw) is the pdf of the initial reservoir representation. The forward models
f(rxt, qt|rxt−1) include the fluid flow simulators which in the current project is considered to
be a ’black box’. The seismic likelihood model f(dst|rxt) is defined above while the production
likelihood model f(dqt|qt) is considered to be a simple averaging model. The challenge is to
assess this spatio-temporal, hidden Markov chain posterior model. We address this challenge
in Topic C.
The research activity related to the challenges discussed above is organized around three
research topics.

Topic A: Assessment of seismic velocities from seismic data

Modern approaches use full wave propagation models in a large 3D grid covering the sub-
surface of interest. The solution is found after solving an ill-posed optimization problem of
enormous dimensions. Computer demanding forward models for wave propagation and mul-
tiple, local optima in the object function complicates the procedure. For the optimization to
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converge correctly, a reliable initial state is required. This initial state is often obtained by
using ray-based approximations. More recently, wave equation analysis has been suggested
in this step, providing smoother and more robust solutions, see Weibull et al (2012). Spatial
inverse problems of this type have spatial continuities and heterogeneities on many scales that
should be modelled carefully. Moreover, the seismic data is collected sequentially, although
over a short time span, and this ordering of the data should be used in the inversion. Current
work on full wave form seismic inversion is seldomly cast in a stochastic setting including
uncertainty assessments.

URE research has so far not been focused on full wave form inversion, but the URE-
researchers from IPT have expertise on the subject. Moreover, one Phd-topic has been on
ray-based inversion (Foss, 2004), see Foss et al (2005). URE research experience on Bayesian
inversion, spatio-temporal modelling and seismic AVO inversion are highly relevant for the
problem. We will focus the work on the following themes.

• The inversion will be cast in a spatial probabilistic/statistical framework including Bayesian
inversion which enables separate modelling of signal and error, and which is proven suit-
able for high-dimensional ill-posed problems.

• Wave propagation will be modelled as a spatio-temporal phenomenon as a hidden Markov
process, including ideas from ensemble Kalman filters (EnKF) and particle filters (PF),
which provides a novel robust approach to velocity modelling.

Two Phd students will be activated on this Topic A, with advisors Eidsvik, Omre, Arntsen
and Ursin. The methodology will be tested on both synthetic and real field data.

Topic B: Lithology, fracture and fluid inversion from well and seismic data

A spatial statistical model should be used to integrate prior knowledge about geology, rock
physics and data acquired through seismic surveys, and well logging and sampling, see Avseth
et al (2005). Lithology/fracture/fluid predictions provide spatial maps of lithology distribu-
tions, fracture intensities/orientations and hydrocarbon accumulations that can be used as
guidance for hydrocarbon-in-place assessment, for selecting recovery strategies and drilling
decisions.

Inversion of seismic AVO data into lithology/fluid characteristics calibrated to well ob-
servations has been extensively studied in the URE project. Several Phd-topics (Ulvmoen,
2009; Rimstad, 2012; Toftaker, 2013) have been on the subject. Numerous publications and
international recognitions are the result of this activity. Major improvements in reservoir
characterization is documented in case studies with real data, see Rimstad et al (2012). The
URE-approach is based on MRF models of categorical spatial variables including categorical
seismic deconvolution, see Toftaker and Tjelmeland (2013) and Rimstad and Omre (2013).
Parameter estimation in vertically varying rock-physics models from seismic data and well
observations is important for realistic uncertainty assessments. Several challenges in lithol-
ogy/fluid inversion remain.

• Assessment of the uncertainty in the well observations which must be time-depth con-
verted and based on well logs and a limited number of core samples. This will have large
impact on the prediction uncertainty.

• Inclusion of complex lateral dependencies in the categorical lithology model, f.ex. fluvial
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sinuosity and cross-bedding, which includes higher order MRF models.

• Specification of spatially varying lithology proportions through the prior model, which
facilitates geological realism and user interaction.

Moreover, seismic AVO data carry information on fracture densities in the reservoir matrix
and this density/seismic-signal relation can be statistically calibrated to the well observations.
This modelling makes it possible to predict fracture density, jointly with lithology/fluid in-
version, in the reservoir matrix based on seismic AVO data. Associated uncertainties can also
be assessed. The URE project has so far not been heavily involved in structural modelling,
but a potential for interesting results is identified.

Two Phd students will be activated on this Topic B, with advisors Tjelmeland, Omre,
Ursin and Avseth. The methodology will be tested on both synthetic and real field data.

Topic C: Fluid monitoring from time-lapse seismic and production data

Initial lithology/fluid/pressure mappings provide the base for a prior model, and recursive
updates of this model take place as dynamic data appear. Recursive updates are based on
probabilistic/statistical models such as hidden Markov chains and Bayesian inversion, using
EnKF and PF algorithms, see Myrseth and Omre (2011). This makes it possible to integrate
production data, well observations and time-lapse seismic data over time.

URE research has focused on spatio-temporal modelling for many years, and several Phd-
topics have been on the subject (Lødøen, 2006; Myrseth, 2010; Sætrom, 2010; Rezaie, 2013),
see Sætrom and Omre (2013) and Rezaie and Eidsvik (2012). Focus has been on reliable
uncertainty assessments which is crucial for correct assimilation of future observations and
hence more reliable forecasts with predictions of left-behind pockets of hydrocarbons.

New insight into the underlying causes for underestimation of uncertainties make the
following research topics timely.

• Assessment of spatio-temporal models by merging EnKF and PF algorithms.

• Improved resampling schemes for EnKF updating rules for situations with large data
volumes, like time-lapse seismic data.

• Spatio-temporal MRF assessed by EnKF algorithms, which defines a novel class of cate-
gorical spatio-temporal models. This allows lithology dependent likelihood models.

One Phd student will be activated on this Topic C, with advisors Eidsvik and Avseth. The
methodology will be tested both on synthetic and real field data.

2.3 The project plan, project management, organisation and cooperation

The project progress will be:

Phd-student Topic A Start: 01.01.2014 Complete: 01.01.2017
Phd-student Topic B Start: 01.09.2014 Complete: 01.09.2017
Phd-student Topic C Start: 01.09.2014 Complete: 01.09.2017
Phd-student Topic A Start: 01.09.2015 Complete: 01.09.2018
Phd-student Topic B Start: 01.09.2015 Complete: 01.09.2018
International exposure Start: 01.01.2014 Complete: 31.12.2018

The project deliveries will be:
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• Five Phd candidates on the subjects:

Topic A: Assessment of seismic velocities from seismic data — two
Topic B: Lithology, fracture and fluid inversion from well and seismic data — two
Topic C: Fluid monitoring from time-lapse seismic and production data — one

• Twelve MSc candidates from mathematical sciences with petroleum related thesis topics,
subjects depend on student interests and skills.

• International exposure:

– publications in scientific journals: 12-15
– presentations at scientific conferences: 10-13
– Phd students visits abroad: 6-12 months each
– participation in conference/workshops/special sessions committees: 3-4

• moreover it will

– attract students with a strong mathematical basis to the petroleum sector
– challenge key personnel in the petroleum sector to think alternatively about the

sector’s hard problems
– international exposure of petroleum related research at Norwegian universities

The project management will be:

• It involves two NTNU-departments

– Department of Mathematical Sciences (IMF)
– Department of Petroleum Technology and Applied Geophysics (IPT)

• and six professors

– Professor Henning Omre; IMF - CV enclosed
– Professor Bjørn Ursin; IPT
– Assistant Professor Jo Eidsvik; IMF - CV enclosed
– Associate Professor Per Avseth; IPT - CV enclosed
– Professor H̊akon Tjelmeland; IMF
– Professor Børge Arntsen; IPT

• Seven private industry partners have signalled their participation, including resource
persons that will act as an advisory committee

– BP - Pat Connolly
– Det norske - Ole Jøran Askim
– Lundin Norway - Arild Jørstad
– Maersk Oil - Lars Gommesen
– Schlumberger Stavanger Research - Lars Sønneland
– Statoil FoU - Jo Smiseth
– Total E&P - Pierre Thore

• Research Council of Norway by Petromax II will provide funding for three Phd-grants -
kNOK 8 834

The Phd-activity will be organized along the following lines:

– enrollment in Phd-programme at NTNU
– two joint advisors, preferably one from each department
– integration in current research activities at IMF and IPT
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– frequent contact with industry partners including use of real data
– 6-12 months visit to a recognized foreign university
– international exposure through publications and presentations

2.4 Budget

The funding of the project in kNOK is as follows:

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Total
Research Council of Norway 1 560 2 901 2 997 1 376 0 8 834
Seven industry partners 1 750 1 750 1 750 1 750 1 750 8 750
Total per year 3 310 4 651 4 747 3 126 1 750 17 584
Total accumulated 3 310 7 961 12 708 15 834 17 585 17 584

Each industry partner contributes kNOK 250 per year in the period 2014-18.

The spendings of the project in kNOK is as follows:

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Total
Phd-grant unit cost 938 970 1 004 1032 1066
Phd-grant Topic A 938 970 1 004
Phd-grant Topic B 313 970 1 004 688
Phd-grant Topic C 313 970 1 004 688
Phd-grant Topic A 323 1 004 1 032 710
Phd-grant Topic B 323 1 004 1 032 710
Total Phd-grants 1 564 3 556 5 020 3 440 1 420 15 000
International exposure 300 600 700 600 384 2 584
Total per year 1 864 4 156 5 720 4 040 1 804 17 584
Total accumulated 1 864 6 020 11 740 15 780 17 584 17 584

The Phd-grant unit costs are based on standard rates from the Research Council of Norway.
The total accumulated funding exceeds the total accumulated spendings for each year of the
project.

3 Key perspectives

3.1 Compliance with strategic documents

The research topics are covered by both the national focus area: Energy and Environment,
and the NTNU focus area: Energy and Petroleum - Resources and Environment. Moreover,
the major research activities involve education of Phd-students which also have high priority
in the national research programs. The contributions from private industry partners ensure
applied relevance and employment opportunities for the Phd-candidates.

3.2 Relevance and benefit to society

The acquired knowledge will be methodological, hence generic with possible applications in
other disciplines like medical imaging, oceanography and meteorology.
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3.3 Environmental impact

The methodology itself has no negative environmental impact. However, it may be used to
make environmental feasibility studies more reliable.

3.4 Ethical perspectives

The project is non-controversial in an ethical perspective.

3.5 Gender issues

Both geosciences and statistics attract a fair proportion of females at the MSc level. These
females will be encouraged to apply for the Phd grants. In recruitment of Phd-candidates
the standard NTNU procedures will be used.

4 Dissemination and communication of results

4.1 Dissemination plan

Dissemination is performed through:

– URE-personnel in close contact with URE-partners and demonstrations of methodology
on real data from them

– All methodological results being published in recognized international journals both in
geosciences and statistics

– URE-personnel participate actively in conferences/workshops both as lecturers and dis-
cussants

– URE-personnel organize workshops/special sessions on URE related subjects
– URE-personnel inspire MSc-students in mathematical science programs
– Future employment of Phd and MSc candidates
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